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Makes your machine an unbeatable cleaning professional
Thanks to our modular system, your machine becomes an unbeatable cleaning professional.
Here you will find a small selection of possibilities:

High pressure
water

Additional
brooms

Leaf suction hose
device

Interchangeable
systems for summer
and winter

Surface extraction

SALES
Strong partnership. Also in your vicinity.
Within, as well as outside Europe – BROCK Kehrtechnik
provides you with a reliable and strong partner network with
numerous representatives globally. We gladly consult you
personally – also in your vicinity!

You can find BROCK dealers in the following countries:
Algeria, Angola, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Belgium, Bengal, Benin, Bolivia, Brazil, Cambodia,
Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ivory Coast, Denmark, Germany, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Estonia, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Ghana, Greece, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Israel, Italy,
Kazakhstan, Kenya, Korea, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Lebanon, Libya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldives,
Mozambique, Myanmar, Nepal, Nicaragua, Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, Austria, Pakistan,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, Senegal,
Sierra Leone, Slovakia, Sri Lanka, Syria, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Thailand, Turkmenistan, Ukraine,
Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Venezuela, Vietnam, Zambia, Zimbabwe

CONTACT

VS10
The universal

OFFICIAL PARTNER

TRANSTEC OVERSEAS PVT. LTD
70, Podar Chambers, S. A. Brelvi Marg,
Fort, Mumbai- 400001 INDIA
Telephone: +91 22 400 630 35/400 630 61
E-mail: adesh@transtecoverseas.com
www.transtecoverseas.com

INDIVIDUAL. ROBUST. POWERFUL SUCTION.

VS10
THE UNIVERSAL
Thanks to its performance, the VS10 can be used
for a wide range of applications. Especially in road
construction, the machine from the 10 m3 class
achieves the best cleaning results and always
meets the requirements that are directed at it.
Large sweepers from BROCK Kehrtechnik GmbH
are innovative sweeper units made in Germany
paired with the customers' favourite chassis types.
Efficient, modern drive concepts form the interface
between the chassis and sweeper body. The sweeper
unit can be driven, for example, by an additional
superstructure engine according to country-specific
exhaust emission standards or a hydrostatic drive that
allows the machine to run at an optimum sweeping
speed.
The sweeping units are just as freely selectable
as the type of drive. Adapted to their future areas
of application, the robustly designed sweeping unit
types can be freely selected and assembled from the
BROCK modular system. Whether double plate broom
on one side or single plate broom on both sides? The
modular principle offers a multitude of possibilities.
In addition, BROCK sweepers can be equipped
with many well thought-out accessories. In this
way, the possible applications of every sweeper are
increased and specialized.
Additional equipment such as the leaf suction device
is particularly suitable for municipalities and can be
used in many different ways.
Special surface suction systems achieve the best
cleaning results on construction sites or airports.

+
9.5 m3

3,000 l

INNOVATIVE SWEEPING TECHNOLOGY
MADE IN GERMANY

2,500 mm to
5,050 mm

TRENDSETTING

SWEEPING WIDTHS
Depending on the additional equipment, a sweeping or
washing width of 2,500 mm to 5,050 mm is possible.
The the supplementary sheet on special brooms.

Modern drive concepts guarantee that the strict
emission guidelines of the European Union are
met and ensure clean streets and less pollution for
humans and the environment.

DIVERSE VERSIONS
Sweeper unit
Auxiliary engine

•

Semi-Hydrostat

•

Hydrostat (only with a manual gearbox)

•

Chassis
Automatic gears

•

Manual

•

Standard configurations are marked in grey.

Your sweeper as individual as you are - that is our strength. We find the perfect solution for your cleaning work.
With a multitude of possibilities and variations, your machine becomes the ultimate cleaning professional.
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We reserve the right to make technical changes. Product photos may include special solutions and additional
equipment.

WWW.TRANSTECOVERSEAS.COM
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